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Oh, Those, SUM MER NIGHTS…
I

n true British fashion, as soon as
the sun comes out, ‘Fear Of
Missing Out’ kicks in. We all
rush down to the nearest pebbly
shore, the nearest patch of grass or
even better, to the nearest alfresco
drinking venue. We’re only blessed
with a few days of true sunshine and
warmth, and not knowing whether it
is about to rain cats and dogs, from
one moment to the next makes them
all that much more precious to us.
And so we unfurl ourselves from
our winter cocoons of snuggly duvet
nights (and days, let’s be honest)
and spread our wings as the social
butterflies we know ourselves to be.
Or we at least think ourselves to be.
Most of us, if we dug deep enough
could admit to taking solace in the
rain ruining your bank holiday plans
after a marathon run of BBQs. Even
the most extroverted socialite among
us loves a bit of alone time now and
again, but that is not the culture of
British summer. We stay out later
on week nights because the sun
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just keeps shining, we drink more
because there’s more opportunity,
and we throw ourselves into having
as much fun as possible- it’s no
wonder we’re all about ready to
commit to our beds come winter.
But with #JOMO (Joy Of Missing
Out) trending as the #FOMO (Fear
Of Missinf Out) of 2016 maybe
we’re about ready to admit that the
Instagram worthy summer social
scene is not all it’s cracked up to be.
Whichever way you’re leaning we’ve
got all you need to know about
summer social habits, and our top
picks to help you enjoy summer to
the fullest.
THE END OF ‘CUFFING SEASON’
If wintry months have been dubbed
‘cuffing season’ to denote the
desire to find a snuggle buddy for
winter, then what does that bode
for summer? While winter is a great
time to have a warm body in the
bed next to you, summer loving is
usually referred to as a spring fling

or holiday romance, which hardly
suggests anything serious or long
term. Fortunately true love is more
enduring than the seasons (or so
we’re told). In fact, research from
TeamSport reveals that couples
spend up to just three nights a
month with their friends, and dating
experts have said that as a nation,
couples are too much under each
other’s feet. Suzie Parkus, dating
coach for www.MeetYourMatch.
Club, advises: “As a nation, we are
guilty of wanting to spend way too
much time with our partners, and
although being in a relationship is
one of the greatest feelings in the
world, it’s also important that we
let our partners breathe and allow
them to have a life of their own.”
The upshot is that while we may
associate too much socialising with
meeting new people and neglecting
our partner, getting out for some
summer fun, separately, might be
just the thing to keep your home
happy and healthy.

Suzie adds: “Time spent apart is just
as valuable as time spent together.
Relationships don’t mean you have
to be inseparable. The test of a good
relationship is being able to be apart
and nothing changing.”
PERSONAL PREFERENCE
One of the biggest problems with a
cultural predilection to manifest
certain behaviours is that not
taking part, or even not wanting
to take part, can leave you left out
of the club. Perhaps that’s the real
root of #FOMO, not a fear that
we’ll miss the best night ever, but
more a concern about being left
out. But psychology has long since
established that as individuals we
have ingrained preferences, ones
that are based in something far
more fundamental than whether or
not you’re interested in an event or
outing. UKCP and BACP accredited
psychotherapist, life coach and
counsellor, Hilda Burke says “Most
of us exhibit both extrovert and

introvert traits - sometimes we’ll
seek out the company of others,
revel in being around people
whereas at other points we just
crave some time alone. However,
generally we will have a default
mode that we gravitate towards.
We can tell what our natural state
is by asking ourselves what we do
when we hit a crisis – do we want
to retreat or do we want to summon
our friends and family and share
the pain? Generally speaking,
extroverts tend to feel more
energised through spending time
with others (whether that’s going
out or just having people over)
and introverts more through being
alone in one’s own space.” The
great thing is that we don’t have
to be boxed in by our personality
preferences, instead we just need
to balance our time accordingly so
that introverts have enough time
to recharge through time alone and
extroverts get their fix of time in
the company of others.

FOOD FOR THOUGHT
Satoshi Kanazawa, of the London
School of Economics, and Norman
Li, of Singapore Management
University, Conducted research
with a group of 15000 people
examining the impact socialising
had on them. Whilst overall people
felt happier when they had spent
time around friends and family,
those with the very highest IQs felt
happiest when having alone time.
Illustrating that time for yourself
could be a factor in intelligence. Of
course not going out doesn’t have to
equal staying home alone...
THE MORE THE MERRIER?
It seems that’s the British take on a
good glass of Pimm’s or in fact all
alcohol during the summer months
as studies have shown our drinking
habits sky rocket. Of course too
much alcohol means more strain on
your liver which means poor health.
Now there’s a reason for a quiet
summer’s night in.
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